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Team wear 
PLEASE FLIP CATALOGUE ON PAGE 66  

Protection 
BIONIKFRAME 43
ELBOW-/KNEEPROTECTOR 48
REFLEX BALL 63
GOALKEEPER ACCESSORIES 63

Goalkeeper gloves
ADHESIVE FOAM-TECHNOLOGY 08
CUT-TECHNOLOGY 10
FRAME-TECHNOLOGY 12
NEXT LEVEL 16
RESIST 26
AQUA 30
UHLSPORT COMFORT 34

Sponsoring
SPONSORING 04

Goalkeeper apparel
GOALKEEPER SHIRTS 50
GOALKEEPER PANTS 60
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Michael Esser

Andreas Luthe

Thomas Kraft Rune Jarstein Oliver Baumann

Alexander SchwolowJens Grahl

Jan Zimmermann Raphael WolfLukáš Hrádecký

Christian Mathenia Jiří PavlenkaPavao Pervan

Ron-Robert Zieler

uhlsport goalkeeper
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Thomas Kessler

Rafał Gikiewicz

Jasmin Fejzić

Jan-Ole Sievers

Budimir Janošević Michael McGovern Hedvig LindahlAbbas Hassan 

Daniel Bentley

Scott Bain Lucas Hägg-Johansson

Jesper Hansen

Nicolai Flø

Sarah Bouhaddi

Claire Skinner

Roy Carroll

Ajdin Mulalić

Oscar Jansson

Jesper Rask

 uhlsport goalkeeper
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Mathieu Gorgelin

Danijel Subasic Alban Lafont

Odisseas Vlachodimos

Paul Bernardoni

Christian Walton 

Karl-Johan  
Johnsson

Milan Borjan

Benjamin Lecomte

Cican 
Stankovic

Alphonse Aréola

Régis Gurtner

Stéphane Ruffier Walter Daniel Benítez

Steve Mandanda

Anthony Lopes

Yohann Pelé

uhlsport goalkeeper
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NORWAYSWEDEN UKRAINE

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

PORTUGAL FRANCEICELAND

SENEGALSERBIA TUNISIA

CZECH REPUBLIC

uhlsport goalkeeper – international
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SUPERGRIP ABSOLUTGRIP STARTERSOFTSUPERSOFT SOFT

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

#01 SUPERGRIP 
High-Grip Performance. Supergrip. A new type of adhesive foam technology 
with high-grip-elements. Benefit: ultra-strong grip and optimal durability in the 
adhesive foam.

#02 ABSOLUTGRIP 
Our patented foam is at its best in dry weather but will not let you down when 
things get wet.

#03 SOFT 
Our soft foams which all have the same thing: The balance between grip and 
abrasion resistance. The voluminous and softer, the better the grip and greater 
the abrasion. The more compact, the longer it will last. Only you know your 
personal balance. Try them. Decide between: SUPERSOFT+, SOFT or 
STARTERSOFT.

ADHESIVE FOAM — TECHNOLOGY
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SUPER RESISTAQUAGRIP SOFT RESISTAQUASOFT STARTER RESIST

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Natural + Artificial Gras
+ Hard Ground

Natural + Artificial Gras
+ Hard Ground

Natural + Artificial Gras
+ Hard Ground

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

Natural + 
Artificial Gras

#04 AQUASOFT 
Aquasoft foam patented by uhlsport. Thanks to special aqua 
additive,particularly good grip properties under wet weather conditions. All 
Aquasoft gloves from uhlsport are designed in an unique, bright colour: 
Aquasoft-Blue!

#05 RESIST 
A new latex generation with RES particles for artificial grass and hard floors.
Optimized foam qualities make it particularly abrasion proof. Surface of the palm with 
abrasion proof graphite particles. Quality level: + 3 mm SuperResist (soft/smooth 
surface) / + 3 mm SoftResist (soft/smooth surface) / + StarterResist (lightly-textured 
surface) 
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REFLEX CUT  FINGERSURROUND  
CUT  

CU
T-

TE
CH

N
O

LO
G

Y Innovative inner seam constructio-
nensures a tight fit and maximum ball 
control.

Combination of inner seam and 
ergonomic external design provides 
a tight fit and maximum grip.
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HALF  
NEGATIVE CUT  ROLLFINGER CUT  CLASSIC CUT  

Inner seam construction ensures a 
tight fit and maximum ball control.

Ergonomic exterior seam design 
provides for seamless complete grip.
Benefit: 100% grip.

Exterior seam design maximizes the 
inner hand surface. Sure handedness 
increases with the contact surface on 
the ball.
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 BIONIKFRAME    
THE LIGHT, FLEXIBLE SUPPORT.
—
The Bionikframe. Inspired by nature – the 
greatest system ever – the Bionikframe is based 
on a design, which precisely imitates and 
supports the function of our natural ligaments. 
The result: Stable. Flexible. Light. For all those 
who claim predection is nothing for them.
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O
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G

Y

 BIONIKFRAME+  
BIONIKFRAME+ WITH THUMBFRAME.
—
The thumbs plays a truly important role in your hand. It is the 
strongest finger. Gripping and throwing are its best disciplines. Its 
carpometacarpal joint gives a great amount of freedom to this 
gripping finger. Of course it also needs to be predected. However 
stabilization while maintaining freedom of movement is not very 
simple. Nonetheless. We have done it and can reliably predect your 
thumb. BIONIKFRAME+ with THUMBFRAME.
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 SUPPORTFRAME  
THE CLASSIC.
—
The SUPPORTFRAME provides optimal stabilization 
even in the basic and children’s models. The hinge-like 
finger structure offers the best predection while 
ergonomically supporting the hand.

 SUPPORTFRAME+   
SUPPORTFRAME+ THE CLASSIC. TECHNOLOGY.
—
The patented finger and thumb stabilization system 
supports the catch movement. The hand is relieved by 
the anatomical preforming and lightweight constructi-
on. Due to the integrated backhand plate an optimal 
shock absorption and force distribution is possible.

13
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page 63 
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new colour combination available from the 01.06.2019
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REFLEX CUT

EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

3D SCHOCKZONE 

360° GRIP 

New developed surround
grip for maximized catching

area and optimized grip at
all ball contact zones. Special elastic material provides

an easy entry into the glove.

Optimized punching effect
with integrated high

rebound foam.

Innovative cut guarantees
a high level of comfort,

touch and ball control.
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STIMULATE 

SUPERGRIP
Innovative foam provides a higher grip level

with integrated high-grip elements.

Integrated, anatomically adapted 
silicone elements „STIMULATE“ for 

increased performance.
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SUPERGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

SUPERGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

newfluo fluo new

101 1084 101 1085

MICRO FIBER CLOTH

NEXT LEVEL MINI 

GLOVE

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL SUPERGRIP REFLEX NEXT LEVEL SUPERGRIP

75 % latex | 12 % silicone | 8 % nylon | 5 % polyester
76 % latex | 10 % silicone | 7 % nylon | 4 % polyester | 3 % PU

	uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in fluo red provides a higher grip level thanks to 
 integrated „high grip elements“

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing comfort
 SUPERGRIP latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE with integrated „high
 rebound“ foam for optimised punching

	„REFLEX CUT” ensures a skin fitted ball feeling
	wraps to the thumb and at the edge of hang for optimal fit and grip

	neoprene glove body
	asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage with a lycra insert
	integrate anatomic silicon elements „STIMULATE“ for advanced

	semi-elastic full SUPERGRIP latex strap with name field
	EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

	uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in fluo red provides a higher grip level thanks to 
 integrated „high grip elements“

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing comfort
 latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE with integrated „high rebound“ foam
 for optimised punching

	normal cut with wraps to the thumb, forefinger and little
 finger ensures an optimal fit and grip
	latex gussets with with breathable perforations
	wrap at the edge of the hand for improved grip

	neoprene glove body
	asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage with a lycra insert

	semi-elastic full latex strap with name field
	EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

7–11, half sizes 7–11, half sizes
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SUPERGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

SUPERGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

fluo fluonew new

101 1086 101 1087

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL SUPERGRIP FINGER SURROUND NEXT LEVEL SUPERGRIP HN

78 % latex | 7 % silicone | 7 % nylon | 4 % polyester | 4 % PU  

74 % latex | 8 % polyester | 7 % silicone | 7 % nylon | 4 % PU

	uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in fluo red provides a higher grip level thanks to 
 integrated „high grip elements“

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing comfort
 latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE

	Fingersurround-cut for tight fitting and perfect surround gripp

	neoprene glove body

	semi-elastic latex flap with full neoprene mesh bandage
	EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

	unique Fingersurround-cut: outstanding ball contact thanks to tight fitting characteristics
	perfect surround grip provided by wrapped palm around the fingers combined with inseams
	special 3D-embossed and impactabsorbent SCHOCKZONE on the backhand for excellent 
 punching performance

	uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in fluo red provides a higher grip level thanks to 
 integrated „high grip elements“

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing
 latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE

	HN cut with wraps to the thumb, forefinger and little finger ensures an optimal fit and grip
	latex gussets with with breathable perforations
	wrap at the edge of the hand for improved grip

	neoprene glove body
	asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage with a lycra insert

	semi-elastic full latex strap with name field
	EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

7–11, half sizes 6,5–11, half sizes
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ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo fluo

101 1089 101 1090

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL ABSOLUTGRIP REFLEX NEXT LEVEL ABSOLUTGRIP FINGER SURROUND

68 % latex | 20 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 4 % PU | 2 % silicone

74 % latex | 8 % rubber | 6 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 6 % PU

	patented fluo red ABSOLUTGRIP
	enhanced cushioning and outstanding grip under all weather conditions

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing comfort
 latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE

	Fingersurround-cut for tight fitting and perfect surround grip
	wraps to the thumb and at the edge of hang for optimal fit and grip

	neoprene glove body

	wrap-around latex strap with full neoprene bandage

	patented fluo red ABSOLUTGRIP
	enhanced cushioning and outstanding grip under all weather conditions

	latex with 3D embossing

	fingersurround-cut for tight fitting and perfect surround grip

	functional textile for best breathability and wearing comfor

	wrap-around latex strap with full neoprene bandage

	unique Fingersurround-cut: outstanding ball contact thanks to tight fitting characteristics
	perfect surround grip provided by wrapped palm around the fingers combined with inseams
	special 3D-embossed and impactabsorbent SCHOCKZONE on the backhand for
 excellent punching performance

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

7–11, half sizes 7–11, half sizes
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ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

SUPERSOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo fluo

101 1091 101 1095

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL ABSOLUTGRIP HN NEXT LEVEL SUPERSOFT HN

63 % latex | 26 % polyester | 6 % PU | 5 % nylon

57 % latex | 31 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 6 % PU

	patented fluo red ABSOLUTGRIP
	enhanced cushioning and outstanding grip under all weather conditions

	latex

	halfnegative cut for a tighter fitting and secure savings

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage for good fixation

	ergonomic preformed cut for best wearing characteristics
	latex gussets for best gripping properties
	3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE element for optimised punching performance and
enhanced cushioning

	exclusive SUPERSOFT latex in fluo red

	latex

	halfnegative cut with wrapped thumb for a tighter fitting and secure savings

	breathable textile for good ventilation

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage for good wrist fixation

	ergonomically preformed cut for optimal wearing characteristics
	3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE element for optimised punching performance and
 enhanced cushioning

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

7–11, half sizes 4–11, half sizes
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SUPERSOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo fluo

101 1096 101 1098

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL SUPERSOFT NEXT LEVEL SOFT SF

55 % latex | 32 % polyester | 7 % PU | 6 % nylon 44 % latex | 21 % TPU | 18 % PU | 8 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 3 % EVA

	exclusive SUPERSOFT latex in fluo red

	latex

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	breathable textile for good ventilation

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage for good wrist fixation

	ergonomically preformed cut for optimal wearing characteristics
	3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE element for optimised punching performance and
 enhanced cushioning

	SOFT latex in fluo red

	latex

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	soft PU with perforations around the fingers for improved breathability

	wrap-around strap with name field and V-notch entry

	integrated SUPPORTFRAME element for improved catching properties
 thanks to extra finger stabilization
	embossed backhand and SCHOCKZONE design

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

6–11, half sizes 5–11, half sizes
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SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning

SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo fluo

101 1103 101 1105

01
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL SOFT SF JUNIOR NEXT LEVEL SOFT PRO

28 % TPU | 25 % latex | 19 % PU | 12 % EVA | 12 % polyester | 4 % nylon

52 % latex | 36 % polyester | 5 % PU | 4 % nylon | 3 % EVA

	SOFT latex in fluo red

	embossed soft EVA

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	soft PU glove body with perforations around the fingers for enhanced
 breathability

	short strap with name field and V-notch entry

	integrated SUPPORTFRAME element for enhanced catching performance
 thanks to extra finger stabilization
	embossed backhand and SCHOCKZONE design

	SOFT latex in fluo red

	latex

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	elastic textile for very good wearing comfort

	wrap-around EVA strap and half bandage

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

4–8, half sizes 5–11, half sizes
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STARTERSOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning

newfluo

101 1107

01
navy/fluo red

NEXT LEVEL STARTER SOFT

43 % latex | 33 % PU | 17 % EVA | 7 % nylon

	exclusive STARTER SOFT latex in fluo red

	embossed soft EVA

	classic cut

	short strap with name field and V-notch entry

	soft PU glove body with perforations around the fingers for enhanced
 breathability

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Fastening:

Design:

2–8, half sizes | 9, 10, 11, full sizes
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Alphonse Aréola
Paris Saint-Germain

Lukáš Hrádecký
Bayer 04 Leverkusen

Hannes Halldórsson
Qarabağ Ağdam

Oliver Baumann
TSG 1899 Hoffenheim

Steve Mandanda
Olympique Marseille

#uhlsquad

Danijel Subašić
AS Monaco

Cican Stankovic
FC Red Bull Salzburg Odisseas Vlachodimos

Benfica Lissabon
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FEATURE 02
3D SCHOCKZONE                          

FEATURE 01
WRAPS                  

FEATURE 04
FASTENING 

FEATURE 03 
SUPER RESIST  

RESIST3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE for
optimised punching performance and
enhanced cushioning.

wrap at the thumb and the edge of
the hand for improved grip

Wrap around latex strap and full bandage
for good fixation.

Innovative resist foam with graphite
particles for improved durability on all
playing surfaces.
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SUPER RESIST Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

SOFT RESIST Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning

fluo fluo

101 1076 101 1077

UHLSPORT SUPER RESIST UHLSPORT SOFT RESIST SF

64 % latex | 28 % polyester | 5 % nylon | 3 % PU 36 % latex | 27 % TPU | 13 % PU | 12 % EVA | 8 % polyester | 4 % nylon

	exclusive, abrasion-resistant SUPER RESIST latex

	embossed latex

	classic cut

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	wrap around latex strap and full bandage for good fixation

	ergonomic preformed cut for best wearing characteristics
	embossed SCHOCKZONE element for optimised punching performance and cushioning

	exclusive, abrasion-resistant SOFT RESIST latex

	3D-embossed EVA

	classic cut

	comfortable PU

	short EVA strap with name field and V-notch entry

	integrated SUPPORTFRAME element for improved catching properties thanks to extra finger
stabilization

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

7–11, half sizes 5–11, half sizes

01
black/fluo orange/white

01
black/fluo orange/white
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SOFT RESIST Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

STARTER RESIST Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo fluo

101 1109 101 1112

UHLSPORT SOFT RESIST UHLSPORT STARTER RESIST

46 % latex | 32 % polyester | 14 % EVA | 5 % nylon | 3 % PU 38 % latex | 24 % PU | 21 % EVA | 9 % polyester | 8 % nylon

	exclusive, abrasion-resistant SOFT RESIST latex

	EVA

	classic cut

	PU

	short EVA strap with V-notch entry

	exclusive, abrasion-resistant STARTER RESIST latex

	EVA

	classic cut

	PU

	short EVA strap with V-notch entry

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

5–11, half sizes 3–8, half sizes | 9, 10, 11, full sizes

01
fluo orange/black

01
fluo orange/white/black
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FEATURE 03 
EASY ENTRY SYSTEM                   FEATURE 05 

MATERIAL FEATURE 04 
360° WRAP 

FEATURE 01
AQUAGRIP                     

FEATURE 02 
3D SCHOCKZONE                    

Innovative uhlsport AQUAGRIP combines
aqua additives with high-grip
elements for an ultimate grip level in
wet conditions.

Material mix of latex and neoprene
for best flexibility and wearing
comfort. Latex with 3D embossing
SCHOCKZONE.

Semi-elastic full latex strap with name
Neoprene glove body with asymmetric, field 
with EASY ENTRY SYSTEM.Neoprene glove body with asymmetric, very 

flexible neoprene bandage with a lycra insert. HN Cut cut with wraps to the
thumb, forefinger and little finger ensures
an optimal fit and grip. Wrap at the
edge of the hand for improved grip.
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AQUAGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

AQUASOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

fluo fluo

101 1070 101 1071

01
pacific blue/fluo green/white

01
fluo green/pacific blue/white

UHLSPORT AQUAGRIP HN UHLSPORT AQUASOFT HN WINDBREAKER

70 % latex | 13 % polyester | 7 % nylon | 5 % silicone | 5 % PU

61 % latex | 26 % polyester | 7 % PU | 6 % nylon

	innovative uhlsport AQUAGRIP combines aqua additives with highgrip
 elements for an ultimate grip level at wet conditions

	material mix of latex and neoprene for best flexibility and wearing comfort
	latex with 3D embossing SCHOCKZONE

	HN Cut cut with wraps to the thumb, forefinger and little finger ensures 
 an optimal fit and grip
	latex gussets with with breathable perforations
	wrap at the edge of the hand for improved grip

	neoprene glove body
	asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage with a lycra insert

	semi-elastic full latex strap with name field
	EASY ENTRY SYSTEM

	patented AQUASOFT especially for wet weather

	3D-embossed latex withSCHOCKZONE

	half negative cut

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort
	special WINDBREAKER membrane inside provides warm hands in cold
 and windy conditions

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage with name field

	matching blue tones with contrast elements in fluorescent green 
	optimal grip properties in wet conditions for outstanding performance

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

7–11, half sizes 7–11, half sizes
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AQUASOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

fluo

101 1072

01
white/pacific blue/fluo green

UHLSPORT AQUASOFT

57 % latex | 32 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 5 % PU

	patented AQUASOFT especially for wet weather

	latex

	classic cut

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage for good fixation

	ergonomic preformed cut for best wearing characteristics
	embossed SCHOCKZONE elementfor optimised punching performance and cushioning

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

7–11, half sizes
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ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new new

101 1092 101 1093

COMFORT ABSOLUTGRIP HN COMFORT ABSOLUTGRIP

57 % latex | 29 % polyester | 9 % PU | 5 % nylon

	uhlsports exclusive ABSOLUTGRIP foam

	latex

	half negative cut

	made of soft fabric for maximum comfort

	elastic bandage and wrap-around latex strap with namefield
	extremely flexible and comfortable glove design
	half-latex thumb for best flexibility

	uhlsports exclusive ABSOLUTGRIP foam

	latex

	classic cut with negative outer seams

	breathable, soft mesh fabric

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage
	glove with clear focus on comfort and flexibility combined with
 outstanding grip properties
	specially developed semi-latex thumb with negative seams
	inseam construction on index and little fingers

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

7–11, half sizes 7–11, half sizes

01
black

01
black

60 % latex | 30 % polyester | 5 % nylon | 5 % PU

ULTRA  
FLEXIBLE

ULTRA  
FLEXIBLE
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ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

newfluo

101 1073 101 1094

UHLSPORT ABSOLUTGRIP TIGHT HN UHLSPORT ABSOLUTGRIP

64 % latex | 24 % polyester | 7 % PU | 5 % nylon

58 % latex | 33 % polyester | 5 % nylon | 4 % PU

	patented ABSOLUTGRIP for enhanced cushioning and outstanding
 grip in all weather conditions

	embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE

	tight cut of the glove body with half-negative cut fingers provides
 an optimal fit

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	wrap around latex strap and fullbandage for good fixation

	functional upperhand elements ergonomic preformed cut for optimal wearability
	latex reinforcement for optimal grip properties
	thumb with negative seams and wrap for optimal grip properties
	3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE element for optimised punching
 performance and enhanced cushioning
	wrap on the edge of the hand for improved fitting
	specially designed for small and thin hands

	patented ABSOLUTGRIP for enhanced cushioning and outstanding
 grip in all weather conditions

	embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	wrap around latex strap and full bandage for good fixation

	ergonomic preformed cut for optimal wearability

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

5–7, full sizes | 7–11, half sizes 5–7, 12, full sizes | 7–11, half sizes

01
dark grey/cyan/fluo green

01
red/black/white
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SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

new newfluo

101 1099 101 1104

UHLSPORT SOFT HN COMP UHLSPORT SOFT RF

49 % latex | 31 % polyester | 8 % nylon | 8 % PU | 4 % EVA 54 % latex | 31 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 5 % PU | 4 % EVA

	patented SOFT latex

	embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE

	half negative cut

	comfortable textil body for perfect breathability and wearing comfort

	full EVA strap and knitted wrist bandage for perfect fixation

	SOFT latex foam

	latex

	rollfinger cut

	textile for good wearing comfort

	wrap-around EVA strap and half bandage

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

5–11, half sizes 5–11, half sizes

01
black/sky blue/white

01
navy/fluo yellow/whiteTOP

TRAINING  
GLOVE
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SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

newfluo

101 1106

UHLSPORT SOFT ADVANCED

	patented SOFT latex foam

	latex

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	textile for good wearing comfort

	full EVA strap with knitted wrist bandage for perfect fixation

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

3–11, half sizes

01
fluo yellow/cyan/white

46 % latex | 37 % polyester | 7 % nylon | 5 % PU | 5 % EVA
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FEATURE 01 
SUPERGRIP 

FEATURE 03 
360° WRAP 

FEATURE 04 
DESIGN 

FEATURE 02 
3D SCHOCKZONE  

uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in grey provides 
a higher grip level thanks to integrated high-
grip elements.

Classic cut with wraps to the
thumb, forefinger and little finger
ensures an optimal fit and grip.

BIONIKFRAME+ for improved finger
stabilization and flexibility as well as
one of the lightest and flexible finger
stabilization systems.

Latex with 3D-embossed
SCHOCKZONE.
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SUPERGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

Cushioning3D SHOCKZONE

ABSOLUTGRIP Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

newfluo fluo

101 1064 101 1088

01
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow/dark grey

UHLSPORT SUPERGRIP BIONIK+ UHLSPORT ABSOLUTGRIP BIONIK

50 % latex | 17 % silicone | 13 % polyester | 11 % PA | 5 % nylon | 4 % PU

57 % latex | 17 % polyester | 12 % PA | 7 % Gummi | 4 % nylon | 3 % PU

	new innovative uhlsport-SUPERGRIP foam in grey provides a higher grip level thanks to 
 integrated highgrip elements

	materialmix of latex and high-frequency silicon elements
	3D-embossed SCHOCKZONE

	classic cut with a thumb wrap

	neoprene glove body

	semi-elastic latex strap

	BIONIKFRAME+ for improved finger stabilization and flexibility as well as
 one of the lightest and flexible finger stabilization systems
	Zadditional thumb support in accordance with the BIONIK approach
	additional backhand plate for better force distribution and low risk of injury

	patented ABSOLUTGRIP foam for improved damping and excellent
 grip in all weather conditions

	embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE

	classic cut with a thumb wrap

	comfortable textile for best breathability and wearing comfort

	classic full bandage with wraparound latex strap and velcro closure

	Bionikframe for improved finger stabilization and flexibility as well as
 one of the lightest and flexible finger stabilization systems
	additional backhand plate for better force distribution and low risk of injury

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

8–11, half sizes 7–11, half sizes

THUMB  
SUPPORT
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SUPERSOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

newfluo fluo

101 1068 101 1097

01
black/grey/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow/white

UHLSPORT SUPERSOFT SF UHLSPORT SOFT SF 

47 % latex | 29 % polyester | 18 % TPU | 6 % nylon 44 % latex | 21 % TPU | 18 % PU | 7 % polyester | 6 % nylon | 4 % EVA

	exclusive SUPERSOFT latex foam

	embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	breathable textile for good ventilation

	wrap-around latex strap and full bandage for good wrist fixation

	functional upperhand elements
	ergonomically preformed cut for optimal wearing properties
	patented SUPPORTFRAME element for enhanced finger stabilization

	SOFT latex foam

	latex

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	soft PU with perforations around the fingers for good ventilation

	wrap-around strap with name field and V-notch entry

	functional upperhand elements
	ergonomically preformed cut for optimal wearing properties
	patented SUPPORTFRAME element for enhanced finger stabilization

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

6–11, half sizes 5–11, half sizes
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SOFT Grip - Dry

Grip -Wet 

Abrasion

CushioningSHOCKZONE

newfluo

101 1102

01
fluo yellow/black/white

UHLSPORT SOFT SF JUNIOR

37 % latex | 27 % TPU | 15 % PU | 11 % polyester | 7 % nylon | 3 % EVA

	SOFT latex

	embossed soft EVA

	classic cut provides a maximised catching area

	soft PU glove body with perforations around the fingers for enhanced
 breathability

	short strap with name field and V-notch entry

	integrated SUPPORTFRAME element for enhanced catching performance
 thanks to extra finger stabilization
	embossed backhand and SCHOCKZONE design

Palm:

Backhand:

Cut:

Glove Body:

Fastening:

Design:

4–8, half sizes
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BEST WEARING COMFORT 
 

textile lamination inside for the best wearing comfort

BIONIKPAD   
Specially developed padding system
for optimized mobility and protection.

COMPRESSIONSOCKS  
Breathable and lightweight, elastic
compression socks. Compression zone
in the foot area for optimized blood
circulation and fitting.

RES ZONE  
Special resistance zone for less
abrasion.

NANOFLEX 
Innovative material for optimized fitting
and flexibility. Specially developed to
move with your body.
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01 
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

VERY LIGHT, TIGHT-FITTED
ELASTIC MATERIAL

narrow binding on neckholeprinted uhlsport lettering

very light, tight-fitted
elastic underlayer

knitted areas for better
breathing and temperature

management

very light, tight-fitted
elastic material

longtights

elastic waistband for
optimum wearing comfort

printed uhlsport lettering
on the back of the calf

flatlock seams provides
a comfortable feel on

your skin
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fluo fluo

fluo

fluo

100 5637

S–XXL

S–XXL

S–XXLS–XXL

100 5636

100 5643100 5642

01 
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

BIONIKFRAME LONGTIGHT

BIONIKFRAME BASELAYER

BIONIKFRAME RES LONGTIGHTBIONIKFRAME TANK TOP

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material
for optimized fitting
and flexibility.
Developed to
move with
your body

PERIOD OF VALIDITY INCL. 2021
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S–XXL

100 5635

01
black/fluo yellow

BIONIKFRAME BODYSUIT

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

RES Zone: 
Special resistance zone
for less abrasion

Side zipper for optimal
slip-in

Bionikpad: 
Specially developed padding
system for optimized mobility and
protection

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material for

optimized fitting and 
flexibility

Developed to move
with your body

BIONIKFRAME  
BODYSUIT
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fluo

fluo

fluo

S–XXL

37–40 | 41–44 | 45–47

S–XXL

100 5640

100 3695

100 5638

01
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

01
black/fluo yellow

BIONIKFRAME UNPADDED SHORTS

BIONIKFRAME COMPRESSION SOCKS

BIONIKFRAME PADDED SHORTS

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

85 % Polyamid | 15 % spandex

90 % polyester | 10 % spandex

Bionikpad: 
Specially developed padding system
for optimized mobility and protection

RES Zone: 
Special resistance zone for less
abrasion

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material for optimized fitting
and flexibility
Developed to move with
your body

Compression socks: 
Breathable and lightweight,
elastic compression socks

Compression zone in the foot
area for optimized blood

circulation and fitting

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material for optimized
fitting and flexibility
Developed to
move with your body
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fluo

S–XL

100 6967

01
black/fluo yellow

BIONIKFRAME KNEE-PROTECTOR

45 % EVA | 30 % PES | 25 % nylon

Bionikpad: 
Specially developed padding
system for optimized mobility
and protection

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material for

optimized fitting and
flexibility

Developed to move with
your body

ergonomic shape provides
better wearing comfort
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fluo

S–XL

100 6966

01
black/fluo yellow

BIONIKFRAME ELBOW-PROTECTOR

55 % EVA | 45 % nylon

Bionikpad: 
Specially developed padding
system for optimized mobility
and protection

ELBOW-PROTECTOR
FOR OPTIMAL PROTEC-
TION

Nanoflex: 
Innovative material for

optimized fitting and
flexibility

Developed to move with
your body

elastic compression sock
for better fitting and fixation
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Stream 22 Piping Designprinted uhlsport lettering

elbow pad

close-fitting, elastic 
material from the 

sleeves

02 
fluo red/navy

25 
fluo red/navy

STREAM 22 ROUND NECK 
GOALKEEPER SHIRT WITH 

ELBOW PADS

shorts without 
inner slip

elastic waistband
including adjustable cords

classic shorts

uhlsport lettering on the 
left leg

material with soft touch for
outstanding wearing 
comfort
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new newfluo

100 5623

128–164

S–XXXL

100 3342

116–164

S–XXL

22 
black/fluo yellow

09 
black/fluo yellow08 

fluo yellow/radar blue
02

fluo red/navy

CENTER BASIC SHORTS WITHOUT INNER SLIPSTREAM 22 GOALKEEPER SHIRT

100 % polyester100 % polyester

23 
fluo yellow/radar blue

25 
fluo red/navy
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printed uhlsport lettering

long elbow pads with contrast 
stitching

elastic waistband with 
adjustable cords

contrast stitching

close-fitting, elastic material 
from the sleeves

elastic rib cuffs

ergonomic padding on the 
knees and hips

uhlsport logo Print on 
the calf

02 
fluo red/navy

Stream 22 Piping Design

SET
SHIRT &  
PANTS
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newfluo

100 5624

116–164

02 
fluo red/navy

09
black/fluo yellow

08
fluo yellow/radar blue

STREAM 22 GOALKEEPER SET JUNIOR

100 % polyester | closed mesh
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printed uhlsport lettering

SCORE design print

shorts without inner slip

round collar

cord inside elastic  
waistband

uhlsport lettering print
on the left leg

printed uhlsport logo
on both arms

material mix of  
polyester and mesh
on the back

material mix of polyester 
and mesh on the back

02
fluo red/grey

SET
SHIRT  

SHORTS, 
BASELAYER & 

SOCKS
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100 5616

28–32

37–40

33–36

37–40

41–44

128

152–164

140

S

M–XXXL

03 
fluo yellow/black

01 
fluo green/navy

SCORE GOALKEEPER SET
socks

100 % polyester | closed mesh

uhlsport print on the chest

elbow padding

uhlsport lettering
on the forefoot area

stretchable material at the
calf below ankle area
for best fitting

cotton footing
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TUBE IT

printed uhlsport lettering

GOAL design print

goalkeeper shirt 
with elbow pad-
dings

round collar

contrasted coloured
collar

contrast mesh side 
inserts
for maximum 
breathability

material mix of PES
and mesh on the back

shoulder seam moved to
the front for perfect fitting

printed uhlsport logo
on both arms

12 
dark grey melange/black

05 
dark grey melange/black

elastic drawstring waistband

uhlsport lettering
printed on the left leg

contrast mesh inserts
on the sides

for maximum breathability

GOAL GK SHIRT
ROUND NECK WITH

ELBOW PADDINGS
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fluo

100 5614

116–164

S–XXXL

100 3335

116–164

S–XXXL

06 
petrol/flash green

13 
flash green/petrol

12 
dark grey melange/black

11
LITE fluo yellow/black

GOAL SHORTSGOAL GOALKEEPER SHIRT LONGSLEEVED

100 % polyester100 % polyester | smartbreathe® MESH 

05 
dark grey melange/black

09 
black
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06 
dark grey melange/

fluo red/black

15 
dark grey melange/black

uhlsport lettering
printed on the left leg

Design-Pipings 

smartbreathe® 
CLASSIC

contrast mesh inserts
on the sides

for maximum breathability

tighten contrast elastic 
rib inserts on sleeves 
for easy pull in

reflective uhlsport 
lettering

contrast piping on front

TOWER GK SHIRT
WITH LONG

ELBOW PADDINGS
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new

new

100 5612 

128–164

S–XXL

100 3342

116–164

S–XXL

CENTER BASIC SHORTS WITHOUT INNER SLIPTOWER GOALKEEPER SHIRT LONGSLEEVED

100 % polyester100 % polyester | smartbreathe® CLASSIC

21
fluo yellow/black

07
fluo yellow/black

06
dark grey melange/

fluo red/black

15 
dark grey melange/black

08
radar blue/fluo yellow

08
cyan/white
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100 5528

128–164

S–XXL

100 5500

128–164/S

M–XXL

cord inside elastic waistband

durable interlock material

01
black

uhlsport lettering
embroidered on

left leg

ergonomically
adapted hip padding

SIDESTEP GOALKEEPER SHORTS

100 % polyester I interlock

GOALKEEPER TIGHTS

80 % polyester, 20 % spandex

highly elastic and comfortab-
le main material

functional goalkeeper tights

01
black

cushioning pads made of
new PU foam with good

cushioning specs and low
material thickness

uhlsport logo print on left leg

cord inside elasticated
waistband
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new

100 5564 100 5625

128–164 128–164

S–XXL S–XXL

01 
black

01
black

cord inside elastic waistband

embroidered uhlsport lettering 
on the left leg

stretch ribbing in the back leg area for 
a perfect fit

ergonomically adapted
knee and hip padding

durable interlock material

durable interlock 
material

high waistband

BASIC GOALKEEPER SHORTS ANATOMIC GOALKEEPER LONGSHORTS

100 % polyester I interlock 100 % polyester I interlock
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100 5617 100 5619 100 5618

116–164 116–164 116–164

S–XXXL S–XXXL S–XXXL

01
black

01
black

01
black

uhlsport lettering on 
left thigh

cord inside elastic
waistband

padded goalkeeper pants padded goalkeeper pants

ergonomic padding on hip
and knees

ergonomic padding on hip
and knees

tight leg closure with elastic rib
on the calf

tight leg closure with elastic rib
on the calf

uhlsport lettering on 
left thigh

uhlsport lettering on 
left thigh

uhlsport logo on left leg uhlsport logo on left leg uhlsport logo on left leg

ergonomic padding on hip
and knees

STANDARD GOALKEEPER PANTS ESSENTIAL GOALKEEPER PANTS ANATOMIC KEVLAR GOALKEEPER PANTS

100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester
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fluo

fluo

new

fluo

100 0009 01 1084 100 4267 100 0995

100 5053 100 1612

42 x 30 cm

one size one size

42 x 30 cm

FLEECE TUBE

100 % polyester

100 % polyester

100 % polyester | Fleece

01 
navy/fluo red

01
navy/fluo red

01 
grey

01 
black

one size

REFLEX BALL 

- goalkeeper training ball
- specially for the training of the reflexes
- robustes TPU-Material

02 
fluo green/navy/white

- light and absorbent micro fibre towel
- fast drying and extrem absorbent
- perfect for cleaning and drying the goalkeeper gloves

- embroidered uhlsport lettering
- fleece tube with cord and stopper
- also used as a cap

NEXT LEVEL MINI GLOVE
GOALKEEPER NEXT LEVEL  
EQUIPMENT BAG

GOALKEEPER  
CARE TOWEL
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